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INTRODUCTION
Summary
This is the revised report on Work package 4 tasks related to teacher education
in the SENnet project: to develop and pilot an online course and modules on
«Inclusion and Accessing Technology», which the partners adapted to their own
national contexts and validated with the participation of teachers.
SENnet Project
SENnet Project is coordinated by European Schoolnet and includes as partners
educational organizations from Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Estonia, Italy,
Portugal and Turkey.
The project started in December 2011 and will end in November 2014.
SENnet focus on special needs and on the potential of ICT to support inclusion
of pupils with SEN in mainstream schools.
SENnet objectives are:
1. Research: to identify, analyse and disseminate
a. Barriers and opportunities to implementing the principles of
inclusion of learners with SEN in mainstream schools
b. Effective approaches for special schools serving as resource
centres to all schools
2. New learning environments: to map and analyse, develop scenarios and
design:
a. New learning environments that integrate learners with SEN, with
particular reference to the role of ICT and to specific special
needs, e.g. dyslexia
b. And digital resources for learners with SEN to use in these
environments for both access (e.g. communication tools for the
visually impaired) and learning (e.g. applications to help those with
learning difficulties develop basic skills)
3. Teacher competence
competences

development:

to

develop

awareness

and

a. Enabling teachers, school leaders and others in schools to
understand, promote and practise inclusion of learners with SEN
in mainstream classrooms, making full use of ICT
These three main objectives constitute the three main work packages of the
project related to (i) research/studies on inclusion/special needs; (ii) digital
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resources for inclusion/special
inclusion/special needs.

needs;

(iii)

teacher

education

for

In this report we will address the last issue.
Workpackage 4 goals – Teacher development
The objectives of WP4 focus on teacher competence development, to develop
awareness and competences, enabling teachers, school leaders and others in
schools to understand, promote and practise inclusion of learners with SEN in
mainstream classrooms, making full use of ICT.
The outcomes of WP4 are to produce a series of online learning modules easily
translated and adaptable to national contexts and a community of practice,
enabling teachers across Europe better to understand and practise integration
of learners with SEN.
Partners agreed to produce an online course/modules made up of several
topics under the designation of «Inclusion and Accessing Technology». An
English version was developed in the Moodle platform of the portuguese
partner, at DGE/Ministry of Education. Discussions took place through the
SENnet listserv and in project meetings.
Course/modules guidelines
During the first semester of 2012 the course/modules were developed, as a
starting basis for future localization by the partners.
The course/modules guidelines were structured according to the following
index:
•
•
•

Introduction
Target Public: teachers dealing with pupils/students with SEN.
Duration: approx. five weeks, one week per topic

•

Objectives
o

Identify main challenges and strategies to the inclusion of SEN
pupils in mainstream schools;

o Identify educational accommodations and modifications for SEN
pupils learning;
o Describe main principles of Universal Design for Learning (UDL);
o Interpret Multiple Intelligences Theory and different ways pupils
learn;
o Set up and configure computer accessibilities;
o Compare assistive technologies for different disabilities.
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•
•

Skills follow objectives
Contents
Inclusion of SEN pupils in mainstream schools
•

Strategies to include SEN pupils in mainstream schools:

•

Analyze physical access to classrooms and common spaces in the
school premises;

•

Analyze adequate identification of rooms , labs, library, WC, etc;

•

Prepare school staff to support SEN pupils needs;

•

Raise awareness of other pupils and parents for SEN pupils rights;

•

Campaign to avoid bullying and misbehaviour;

•

Promote solidarity and citizenship;

•

Promote collaborative work in the classroom.

Adjustment measures for SEN pupils
•

What is ICIF? Advantages of the instrument. How to apply it to
classify SEN pupils functions and participation?

•

Identification of adjustment measures

•

Individual Education Plan (IEP)

•

Individual Transition Plan

Universal Design for Learning
•

UDL Principles

•

UDL and the curriculum

•

Multiple Intelligences theory

•

How pupils learn and the importance of visualization

Computer Accessibilities
•

Web accessibility

•

Windows configurations for special needs

Assistive Technologies
•

Assessing needs for special technologies
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•

•

Vision

•

Hearing

•

Mobility

•

Communication

•

Learning disabilities

Methodology: follows a constructivist approach, based on readings and
analysis of reference documents, search on the Internet for
complementary information, discussions, reflections on teaching
practices and individual/ team work. The course/modules can be followed
on a standalone and self learning way or in a tutorial approach. In this
case, a previous discussion with participants about the guidelines is
recommended, so that each topic may be followed within proposed
calendar, as well as delivery of assignments.

•

Resources: a list of bibliographic references was included

•

Learning Environment: the virtual learning environment includes as core
means the Moodle platform , complemented by the use of other Web 2.0
tools, namely proposed for assignments.

•

Assessment: For the assessment of participants will be adopted a
formative model. Discussions and assignments will have the feed-back of
tutor or peer review. Participants will be required to create an e-portfolio as
a reflection on the learning process and compilation of the assignments, as
a final outcome. For the assessment of the course, a questionnaire in
Moodle was prepared to be submitted by the participants. The contributions
will be gathered to improve the course/modules.
•

Activities: a calendar of activities/assignments was produced.

Quick review on adaptations introduced in the Portuguese version in the
following screencast - http://screencast.com/t/Rr4EbdNv3zz
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ENGLISH VERSION
The introduction of the course/modules has a brief contextualization regarding
SENnet project and partners. Includes the ebook with the course/modules
guidelines and a forum to discuss the development of the topics by the partners.
CourseTopics
The topics were organized in a consistent way:
• Introductory text on the issue of the topic,
• presentation in PREZI,
• embedded video
• resources
• activity
• forum
Introductory Topic
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Topic 1
Topic 1 addresses general issues regarding the inclusion of SEN pupils in
mainstream schools, international framework for inclusion, urban and
architectural access, European Agency for the Development of Special Needs
publications.
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Topic 2
Topic 2 focus on teaching accommodations and modifications for SEN pupils,
on referral of SEN pupils using ICF-CY, individual educational programme and
several videos illustrating inclusion settings.
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Topic 3
Topic 3 addresses the concept of Design for All and, in particular, Universal
Design for Learning, according to CAST initiative and resources. It also
addresses learner centred theories, namely the Multiple Intelligences Theory of
American psychologist and scholar Howard Gardner.
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Topic 4
Related to Design for All, this topic focuses on the Web Accessibility Initiative
and the WCAG 2.0 guidelines and checklist for the Web to be accessible by all
people independently of capabilities/disabilities.
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Topic 5
Assistive Technology is the last topic addressing special needs hardware and
software, namely freeware/shareware. Several videos on specific equipment for
different disabilities are presented.
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Questionnaire
A questionnaire was produced for participants’ course evaluation, with the
purpose of gathering contributions for the course/modules improvement.

Partners’ agreement
Partners engaged in WP4 agreed to localize and adapt the course/modules in
the respective language and educational context. A flexible approach was
followed and each partner chose its own path, providing the use of instruments
to validate and test the course by national teachers.
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PORTUGUESE VERSION
Introduction
During the second semester of 2012, a portuguese localized version of the
SENnet course was developed in the Moodle platform of DGE/Ministry of
Education. A new disciplined was created for the portuguese version of the
course.
The course guidelines were translated with little alterations, but most of the
resources of the english version were replaced by portuguese ones and some
resources were translated. Videos in Portuguese were made available and a
few were subtitled in portuguese.
To keep the consistency of the organization of the topics, their structure
included:
•

the introductory text of each topic was translated and a screencast to
introduce each topic was produced (replacing the american/english
videos from the internet),

•

the videos highlighted the issues addressed and were embedded in the
platform;

•

a PREZI, in portuguese, was produced for each topic linking to
multimedia resources;

•

the evaluation questionnaire was also translated and slightly adapted.

Assignments were reviewed and though each topic lasted one week, time to
submit and discuss the assignments was extended through the following week,
overlapping two sequential topics. This decision was taken upon suggestion of
tutor Paulo Nunes, before the course started, and it proved adequate.
Course Topics
All topics developed in the English version were maintained in the portuguese
version with the adaptations mentioned above:
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Introductory Topic

Topic 1
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Topic 2

Topic 3
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Topic 4

Topic 5
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Questionnaire (PT)

Period of testing
The course was tested and validated during the period: 15 October 2012 – 7
December 2012.
Participants
The participants were invited among SEN teachers in schools and ICT
Resources Centers for Special Needs teams. About 27 participants enrolled, 2
gave up before the beginning of the course and 2 gave up in the first week of
the course - one for personal/family reasons, the other was not catching up with
the technology requirements of the course and had too much work; 23
participants were certified fulfilling the assessment requirements.
Process of course validation
Pre-announcement - The participants were registered in the Moodle platform
and a pre-announcement of the start of the course was sent on the 1st of
October, with the login data and instructions to get familiar with the introductory
topic and the course guidelines.
Topic 1 - A new message was sent on the 12th of October announcing the start
of the course on the 15th October and the opening of the 1st topic «Inclusão de
alunos com NEE em escolas regulares». Recommendations were made for the
constitution of workgroups (a wiki was opened to organize the groups), the
creation of individual e-portfolios (condition to issue certification at the end of
the course) and the assignments for this topic.
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The participation was lively and the participants were excited trying on new
tools, as well as reviewing many national and European publications, strategies
and international documents about special needs and disability. It was an
opportunity to explore certain publications in depth.
They had to select a publication/reference document on special needs/disability
and to draw a diagram or mindmap with a synthesis. Publications/documents
selected: Salamanca Statement, National Strategy for Disability, curricula
guidelines for pupils with multiple disabilities, curricula guidelines for pupils with
autism spectrum disorders, curricula guidelines for blind/low vision pupils,
European Agency publication « ICTs in Education for People with Disabilities Review of Innovative Practice».
Many have explored some mind mapping tools for the first time, such as
Mindomo, Mindmeister, Mind42, Cmap tools, Bubbl.us.
Voicethread was also used to comment on SEN portuguese legislation.
The creation of e-portfolios raised some problems because one of the tools
recommended was Mahara open source, which some participants have
considered not user friendly. Most of the participants decided to transfer to other
tools like Blogger, Wordpress and Weebly.
List of individual e-portfolios:
PARTICIPANTS

URL e-PORTFÓLIOS

1.Catia Marques (CRTIC Sintra)

http://eportfoliocatiamarques.wordpress.com/

2.Margarida Loureiro (CRTIC Sintra)

http://inclusaoeacessoastecnologiaspt.weebly.com/

3.Alda Lopes (CRTIC Viana)

http://blog.crtic-viana.com/

4.Mª Fátima Moura (CRTIC Viseu)

http://fatimamouraviseu.blogspot.pt

5.José Carlos Melo (CRTIC Viseu)

http://jcmeloviseu.blogspot.pt/

6.Ana Dias (CRTIC Viseu)

http://anacrticviseu.blogspot.pt/

7.Aida Leitão (CRTIC Viseu)

http://aidaviseu.blogspot.pt/

8.Emília Baliza (CRTIC Setúbal)

http://emiliabaliza.wordpress.com/

9.Catarina Camelo (CRTIC Cinfães)

http://catarinacamelo.wordpress.com/

10.Elisabete Salgueiro (CRTIC Pombal)

http://eduesppombal.blogspot.pt/
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11.Rui Fernandes (Amadora/CANTIC)

http://sdrv.ms/TMMNUX

12.Mª Filomena Rodrigues
(Amadora/CANTIC)

https://mahara.org/user/view.php?id=30900

13.Isabel do Carmo (Amadora/CANTIC)

http://imacarmo.blogspot.pt/

14.Silvia Canha (CRTIC Santarém)

http://intec-sc.blogspot.pt/

15.Rosália Casanova (CRTIC Évora)

http://crticeevora.weebly.com/

16.Ana Espadinha (CRTIC Seixal)

http://anaespadinha.blogspot.pt/

17.Mª Conceição Domingos (CRTIC
Santarém)

http://intec-cd.blogspot.pt/

18.Paulo Mota (CRTIC Portalegre)

http://paemota.weebly.com/

19.Paulo Matos (CRTIC Portalegre)

http://pjfmatos-crticee-portalegre.weebly.com/

20.Anabela Ruas Oliveira (AE Gualdim
Pais)

http://inclutecno.blogspot.pt/

21.Cacilda Tavares (AE Gualdim Pais)

http://cacildat.wordpress.com/

22.Mª Fátima Borralho (CRTIC Faro)

http://inclusaoacessotecnologias.blogspot.pt/

23.Fernando Machado (CRTIC Faro)

http://fmachadotic.blogspot.pt/

The first stage of the assignment was to make it available in the respective
forum as well as in the individual e-portfolio till 21st October. The 2nd stage was
to comment on each line of forum of each colleagues work till 28th October.
This obliged everyone to analyze all works and learn from each other. This
approach was maintained throughout the course.
Examples of assignments of topic 1 performed by participants:
Mindmap (Mind42 tool) on the portuguese curricula guidelines for multiple
disabilities – http://mind42.com/mindmap/2a68ad08-80f1-467f-a4fa1c71e898028a?rel=url
Mindmap (Mindomo) on the National Strategy for Disability http://www.mindomo.com/pt/view.htm?m=fb58e6f2265240b9b0d9d10e7aba479
e
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Voicethread on Portuguese legislation on SNE https://voicethread.com/#q.b3562887.i0.k0
Topic 2 – A message was sent on the 21st October, through the news forum of
the course platform to announce the opening of the topic «Medidas Educativas»
on the 22nd. Some overlapping with the 2nd phase of the assignment of the 1st
topic occurred, which proved advantageous, to allow more time for commenting
on other colleagues’ works.
Some of the participants who worked individually during Topic 1, integrated
workgroups and started to work the Topic 2 assignment together.
Much interaction took place during the second week, commenting Topic 1
assignments.
The assignments for Topic 2 were related to educational accommodations and
adaptations for SEN pupils, Individual Educational Plans, the International
Classification of Functionality used for referral of special needs.
Many interesting works were presented regarding examples of IEP, specific
curricula and Individual Transition Plans. These instruments were related to
pupils’ real cases.
ICF check lists referring to pupils’ real cases were also shared and discussed.
Examples of assignments performed by participants:
Mindmap about ICF - http://www.mindmeister.com/pt/217479853/cif-cj
Individual
Transition
Plan
https://www.dropbox.com/s/0gu6qr0m8ccuqqi/Exemplo%20PIT.pdf

-

Many of the works were submitted in ppt. or pdf files.
Topic 3 – a message was sent on the 28th October to open the new topic on
«Design Universal na Aprendizagem» (UDL). This topic was a vast and
complex one and it took more time for participants to work on it.
Many of the resources explored were in the CAST website. Multiple
Intelligences Theory of Howard Gardner deserved a special highlight.
Some participants explored a new tool «Book Builder» that they found in CAST
website.
Examples of assignments performed by participants:
Reflection on UDL and Multiple Intelligences Theory http://inclusaoeacessoastecnologiaspt.weebly.com/3---desenho-universal-naaprendizagem-udl.html
Book Builder about the fruit Apple http://bookbuilder.cast.org/view.php?op=view&book=60796&page=1
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Slideshare on UDL and Multiple Intelligences Theory http://www.slideshare.net/catarinacamelo/as-teorias-14998490
Topic 4 – a message was posted in Moodle on 4th November to open the
following theme on «Web Accessibility» focusing on the Web Accessibility
Initiative (WAI) and WCAG 2.0 directives, with a replica in the portuguese
website «Programa Acesso».
Examples of assignments performed by participants:
Prezi on web accessibilities - http://prezi.com/pb6aaazxw_e3/acessibilidadeweb/?auth_key=24a27b062ce58f0e3a675b7e4dca308077b4bdda
Web accessibility webpages testing in simulator
http://pt.scribd.com/doc/118435570/Acessibilidade-Web
Web accessibility webpages testing in simulator
http://adaptabletech.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/acessibilidade-das-paginasweb-correio-manha-e-esc-sec-d-dinis.pdf
Topic 5 – a message was posted in Moodle on 11th November to open the
theme «Assistive Technology». Two Pinterest boards gathered special needs
hardware and special needs software.
Examples of assignments performed by participants:
Activity created with JClic - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=73zNSjCaZII
Tutorial for AAC in iPAD http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RfZSNFy7nEc&feature=youtu.be
Tutorial for freeware TICO http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wB0KGF2pLF4&feature=youtu.be

Aggregation of e-portfolios and assignments
Participants’ e-portfolios were aggregated in Edcanvas, which runs only in
Firefox and Chrome browsers:
http://www.edcanvas.com/lessons/daKx98IQCCu4BQ/eportefolios-cursoinclusao-e-acesso-as-tecnologias
Participants’ assignments were gathered in:
http://www.edcanvas.com/lessons/RcF-xvJZvaqaog/trabalhos-curso-inclusao-eacesso-as-tecnologias-2012
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Questionnaire data analysis and evaluation forum
The questionnaire was structure into 6 parts, with a total of 14 questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Participants’ profile
Course Contents and organization
Participants engagement
Learning environment and methodology
Learning Resources
Assessment

A total of 23 participants have concluded the course and 22 have filled the
questionnaire.
About half the respondents have over 25 years of service as teachers

About half the respondents have up to 5 years working in special needs

Most of the participants have a specialization in special needs

Regarding the participants’ opinion about course objectives, most of them
agreed that they were clear.
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Regarding the assignments they agreed that it was manageable, in some cases
with some reservation.
Regarding course organization (access in time, feed-back of alterations, etc)
they agreed that it was well organized.
The comments on this section were very positive in what regards organization
of the course and adequate contents, recognizing the regular feed-back from
tutors, that acted more as facilitators.
Participants were excited in exploring Web 2.0 tools, very useful for the
purposes assigned.
Some reservations were pointed out regarding timings to present assignments
and comment on peers’ works, some participants had problems to respect the
deadlines, owing to other professional tasks. Some participants found the
course too intensive.
Regarding the learning environment and methodology the general opinion was
very positive in what concerns discussions, tutorials, activities, motivation of
participants and feebback from tutors.
1. Totally agree; 2. Agree; 3. Don’t know; 4. Disagree; 5. Totally disagree

The comments were very positive to the eLearning advantages of flexibility of
time and the approach to individual needs, the sharing of information, the
interaction, turning the distance into closeness. For some of the participants, it
was a first eLearning experience that exceeded expectations. Most of the
participants considered that the course was well structured, but some
complained about the timings to explore resources and produce activities.
Regarding the resources made available (documents, links, videos), web
search proposals and bibliography, were generally relevant and useful.
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1. Totally agree; 2. Agree; 3. Don’t know; 4. Disagree; 5. Totally disagree

Comments on this item considered the resources selected and aggregated of
very good quality and a useful for the activities proposed, some tools were new
for some of the participants (such as Pinterest).
Participants opinion on clarity of concepts and motivation to reflect upon the
topics was highly considered. Regarding the rhythm of the course some found
it not so positively, too intensive.
1. Totally agree; 2. Agree; 3. Don’t know; 4. Disagree; 5. Totally disagree

Comments were very positive, except for the short duration of the course. Some
topics required a lot of time to explore and produce the activity, using new tools.
One participant expresses her excitement for the possibility to explore many
tools she was not familiar with and being able to succeed, considering her ICT
limitations.
Participants considered assessment adequate. Some requirements were
established to issue a certificate of participation.
1. Totally agree; 2. Agree; 3. Don’t know; 4. Disagree; 5. Totally disagree

A forum of discussion for evaluation purposes was created with some issues to
discuss for future courses including regular teachers:
1. Pre-conditions to attend this eLearning course (Moodle basic skills;
diagnosis of skills; school technical support…).
Participants’ suggestions:
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One initial face-to-face session to get familiar with the Moodle platform;
Eventually a few more F2F sessions for personal support.
Tutors are a big help.
ICT Resources Centres for Special Needs may help to organize F2F
sessions.
ICT teachers are overburden in schools and probably won’t be available
to support in this training situation.
2. Contents (contents adequate; topics to change/add; other course structure;
flexible structure for participants to select; what contents alterations for
regular teachers…)
Participants’ suggestions:
For regular teachers special focus in Universal Design for Learning;
Since alternative proposals for activities are offered, no major changes in
topics need to be introduced;
At a first glance, some topics seemed more motivating, but in the end all
were relevant;
The course structure, the topics, the resources, everything should be
maintained.
3. Future participants of this course (SEN teachers; regular teachers with SEN
pupils in the classroom; other regular teachers; technical/therapeutic staff;
teachers specializing in special needs; HE students in SEN initial training;
parents…)
Participants suggestions:
A second course should be offered to colleagues of ICT Resources
Centres, SEN teachers, regular teachers with SEN pupils; technical staff
that collaborate with the schools;
All the above, plus parents;
In an inclusive context, every teacher and staff can be the target public.
4. Duration of the course (to be extended, to be reduced, one week to exploit
the topic and do the assignment and a second week to comment on peers
works is adequate?; some modules with more time/less time?...)
Participants’ opinions/suggestions:
Deadlines were a big issue, every week a new topic is too dense; beyond
the assignment, one was also exploring new tools; not able to comment
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on every colleague work; one topic every 2 weeks, including assignment
and peer comments may result better.
The priority was the assignment, next the peer comment, because there
was not sufficient time…
The course was very intensive;
Individual works take time, but group works take longer;
Timings were too short for much work;
Proposal of 12 weeks course: 1 week for creation of e-portfolio; 10 weeks
for the 5 topics; 1 final week for final reflection and evaluation
More time for deeper exploration of resources and tools.
5. Activities (activities per topic adequate? explanation clear? flexibility
individual/group work; need for a final work?)
Participants’ opinions/suggestions:
Activities proposed were OK, sometimes the topic was not so motivating
but the tool was. Group work is enriching but takes more time to
conciliate; mine was a very nice team; a final work doesn’t seem
convenient;
Just more time, everything else is OK;
Assignments are adequate, but need more time;
This course should be part of pre-service training of SEN teachers;
This course requires certain ICT skills that many teachers may not be
prepared; in a course whose participants don’t know each other, teams
may be more difficult to get organized, so 3 member teams may be
enough.
The e-portfolio is a very important tool for evaluation, reflection,
aggregation of assignments. A final work is not required.
Certification
As referred previously 23 participants were certified at the end of the course.
The certification has no impact for career development, nonetheless it is an
institutional recognition of their contribution for the validation of the course.
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Course revision
A next edition of this course for a broaden target-public that may include SEN
teachers, regular teachers with SEN pupils and technical staff will need some
revision in its structure and duration, according to evaluation suggestions.
Eventually, we may consider in the future to have 2/3 of regular teachers (with
SEN pupils in class) and 1/3 of SEN teachers. Another alternative might be to
accept everyone and turn the course into a (national) MOOC, extending the
tutor team.
Eventual adjustments in the organization of topics might consist of:
1st topic – Inclusion policy and inclusion measures in schools - joining the 2 first
topics of present course;
2nd topic – UDL and learner-centred theories;
3rd topic – Web accessibilities and assistive technologies – joining the 3rd and
4th topics of present course
4th topic – OER and use of free Web 2.0 tools – to be developed during 2013.
Each topic would last 2 weeks and the total course duration 2 months. It may be
risky to extend the course beyond this duration, since it may slow down
participation and/or drop out. Usually there’s more enthusiasm at the beginning
of the courses and as time goes by other priorities tend to emerge in
participants’ life.
Regarding methodology, learning environment, contents and evaluation,
participants have not raised major problems, the most problematic issue pointed
out was the shortage of time to reflect and present assignments.
PORT
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ESTONIAN VERSION
Course Title: Inclusion of SEN pupils in mainstream schools
Learning platform: Estonian e-learning platform Koolielu (www.koolielu.ee)

Tutor: Pille Tina-Kuusik
Participants: 20 mainstream school teachers signed up, 19 started, 16
finished the course successfully.
The group was completed within 24 hours so the topic is really essential in
Estonia.
Period of validation: 14th January – 22nd February 2013
Course topics
Materials in English - red
Materials in Estonian - black
1st week (14.01 - 20.01.2013)
Special Educational Needs and Inclusion (Hariduslik erivajadus ja
kaasamine)
1) Introduction
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Assignment: discussion
●

What subject and at what age children do you teach?

●

What types of special needs have you had experiences with?

●

What are the expectations to the course?

2) Special educational need - what is it?
Material: video tutorial about Mindomo
Assignment: Add keywords to Mindomo’s mindmap:
http://www.mindomo.com/view.htm?m=baf6ee07c201468dad16acd358eda650
3) Inclusion
Materials:
●
●

Stepping Stones to Success (Dept. Education Virginia)
What Makes Inclusion Work? Project CHOICES homepage

Assignment: discussion
●

Did you find anything new, questions?

2nd week (21.01 - 27.01.2013)
Monitoring student’s progress and supporting the student (Õpilase
arengu jälgimine ja toetamine)
1) SEN student
Material: Terviseprobleemidega laps koolis
Assignment: to find some illustrating, explaining links to mindmap
2) Characterization of pupil /Individuality card
Material: Terviseprobleemidega laps koolis
Assignment: Making characterization of SEN student
3rd week (28.01 - 03.02.2013)
Support for students with special needs in school, individual educational
curriculum.
1) Legislation concerning pupils of SEN
Material: Law and regulations about SEN in Estonia
(Basic School and Upper Secondary School Act etc)
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Assignment: discussion:
●

Did you find something surprising or something you didn´t know before?

2) Individual Educational Plan
Materials:
●

Prezi

●

Example of IEP (P. Tina-Kuusik)

●

Presentation “IEP at school” (P. Tina-Kuusik)

●

Tutorial and example of behavior support plan (I. Veskiväli)

●

Quick Guide IEP

Assignment: Composing IEP for SEN student
4th week (04.02 - 10.02.2013)
Universal Design of Learning
1) Universal Design of Learning (UDL)
Materials:
●

Howard Gardner, multiple intelligences and education.

●

Video animation UDL at a glance

●

UDL Teacher Checklist

●

UDL Guidelines

Assignment: adapting learning object according to UDL principles
2) Where to find study materials for SEN students?
Material: some links
Assignment: to find some more links
5th week (11.02 - 17.02.2013)
Assistive technology
●

Prezi

●

E-university: E-learning and SEN students (K. Kikkas)

●

Assistive Technology Guidebook 2008-9 (NYC Education Dept.)
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●

Video http://youtu.be/-LZRZekRTbQ (P. Tina-Kuusik)

●

http://blog.eastersealstech.com/indata-videos/

●

http://www.youtube.com/user/inclusivetechnology

●

http://inclusive.com/AT_boogie/at30.swf

Assignment: discussion
●

Which of these items would help you and your SEN student in the
classroom?

●

To comment two IEPs of your fellow students.

6th week (18.02 - 24.02)
Conclusion, feedback
Assignments:
●

Filling the table “Supporting SEN student at your school”, idea from one
student

●

Questionnaire:

Homework table
Tiger Leap Foundation’s feedback questionnaire
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How many respondents were totally agree with the statement:
Topic

Important

Instructions were
sufficient

Novelty

SEN

100%

83%

42%

Inclusion

100%

67%

42%

Characterization

100%

67%

33%

IEP

100%

58%

42%

Legislation

100%

75%

25%

UDL

92%

67%

58%

Adaptation of learning
material

100%

58%

25%

Assistive technology

92%

83%

92%

Bulling

85%

83%

8%

Positive feedback from 16 participants
●

Topic is very essential.

●

The course gave knowledge not covered by university curricula and
gained knowledge is needed in practice.

●

Interesting and useful materials and forms.

●

Enough feedback received from tutor.

●

Convenient e-course format.

●

New learning environment and materials.

●

Peer to peer learning.

●

Tutor was nice and professional.

Further improvements requested and considered
●

Materials shall be translated into Estonian (10 respondents).

●

To give more feedback from tutor(s) and from co-students (4).

●

More examples to IEP and UDL (2).
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●

Course shall be longer and more detailed (1).

●

More ICT tools to be used (1)

●

Some modules could form separate courses. (1)

There is considerable need for trainings in this topic in Estonia.
Next year we plan to go on with this topic and improve the web-based course
according to the feedback we got.

SIO
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RSION

DANISH VERSION

The course has not yet been trialed in Denmark, as UNI•C/The Ministry in our
redefined role is not in a position to prepare and organize courses.
Instead we evaluated the course and find it of potential interest to Danish
schools and teachers. Therefore UNI•C has made a summary introduction to
the course and materials, which we will distribute to a number of institutions that
offer competency development with respect to inclusion and SEN learners.
It is not given that localization into Danish will be worth the effort. Presumably
the target group will be limited because the current national focus is on LOCAL
IT-competency development based on the SUBJECTS. So this type of teacher
training will be promoted and financed. The best way to test the course
relevance in a Danish context will be to do a pilot with the English version.

AUSTRIAN
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VERSION

AUSTRIAN VERSION
Course outline/topics/modules
The contents of the Austrian teacher training resources are loosely based on
the topics of the original English course. However, whereas the latter followed a
tutored approach, the Austrian resources were designed as self-study courses.
Thus, interested teachers have the chance to access them whenever they feel
it’s necessary which leads to a greater sustainability.

Education Group already had two self-study courses available which were
revised and updated and put into Moodle. To make it easier for teachers to work
through the course, the long texts of the original courses were put into several
Moodle-“books”.

The following courses are available:
Course “Von der Förderdiagnose zum Sonderpädagogischen Förderbedarf”

The
course
can
be
accessed
http://www3.edumoodle.at/sennet/course/view.php?id=2 and features
following topics:

on
the
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Maßnahmen der Bundesländer und des BMUKK
This topic can be compared to the topic “Inclusion of SEN pupils in mainstream
schools” in the English version of the course. It provides an overview about the
measures of the ministry of Education and the provinces of Austria concerning
the inclusion and support of SEN pupils in school.

Von der Förderdiagnose zum individuellen Förderplan
This topic replaces “Instructional accommodations and modifications” of the
English version of the course. There are 2 Moodle-books in that section of the
course.

One of them features the definition of educational diagnostics, its goals,
problems in this context as well as some methods, key issues and suitable
links.

The other book focuses on lesson planning and individualisation, the creation of
support plans, their structure and how to put them into practise. A special focus
is put on assessment of pupils as well as on competence-orientation. In
addition, the book features some sample lesson plans.
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Materialien für den differenzierten Unterricht
This section replaces the content on UDL and contains a large number of useful
resources for differentiated instruction in primary schools, secondary schools
(German, Mathematics, English) and special schools.
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Course “Umgang mit Teilleistungsschwächen”

This module replaces the content on web accessibilities and assistive
technologies.
It
can
be
accessed
on
http://www3.edumoodle.at/sennet/course/view.php?id=5.
The
introductory
section of the course features a book on frequently used terms concerning
specific learning disabilities.

Formen der Teilleistungen und ihre Schwächen bzw. Störungen
In this section different kinds of specific disabilities (auditory, visual, intermodal,
apraxia) are described in Moodle books. There are also some interactive games
to make it easier to relate to the challenges in the daily lives of people with
these disabilities. In addition, some quizzes are available to give teachers the
chance to check if they are able to distinguish between the specific learning
disabilities:
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Ressourcen
This section features a large number of resources which can be used with
children with specific learning disabilities. There are Moodle-books on resources
for the preparation of lessons, materials for printing and also links to onlineexercises and software.

Praxis
Teachers can find some examples for teaching children with specific learning
disabilities on a primary school and lower secondary school level. Each kind of
specific learning disability is featured separately.
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Evaluation
Some teachers who are either interested in using ICT in SEN education or who
are known for already doing so were contacted by Edugroup. They were sent a
message with the necessary login information and the piloting teachers had
time to test the courses at their convenience between the end of January and
the end of March.
For evaluation, a questionnaire based on the proposal made for the English
version of the course was used. It was structured as follows:
•

Information about the teacher

•

Contents of the course

•

Presentation of content

•

Interactivity (not applicable for the course “Von der Förderdiagnose zum
Sonderpädagogischen Förderbedarf”)

•

Overall evaluation of the course

The questionnaire was implemented in Moodle by using the “Questionnaire”activity. Radio buttons and scales were used for most questions; however, there
were also some open questions which made it possible for pilot teachers to add
their comments.

Results “Von der Förderdiagnose zum Sonderpädagogischen Förderbedarf”
12 teachers participated in the evaluation of the course “Von der
Förderdiagnose zum Sonderpädagogischen Förderbedarf”. They were asked a
total of 14 questions; 4 of them were open.
Information about the piloting teachers

How	
  long	
  have	
  you	
  been	
  working	
  as	
  a	
  
teacher?	
  
Up	
  to	
  5	
  years	
  

2	
  

4	
  

5	
  to	
  10	
  years	
  
3	
  
2	
  

1	
  

11	
  to	
  15	
  years	
  
16	
  -‐	
  20	
  years	
  
more	
  than	
  20	
  years	
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What	
  kind	
  of	
  school	
  do	
  you	
  work	
  at?	
  	
  
Special	
  school	
  (grade	
  1-‐5)	
  
2	
  
Integrated/inclusive	
  
mainstream	
  school	
  (grade	
  5-‐6)	
  

4	
  

Integrated/inclusive	
  
mainstream	
  school	
  (grade	
  7-‐8)	
  

2	
  

Other	
  vocaFonal	
  schools	
  
2	
  

2	
  

Other	
  special	
  schools	
  for	
  
physically	
  disabled	
  children	
  

How	
  would	
  you	
  rate	
  your	
  compu;ng	
  skills?	
  	
  
7	
  
6	
  
5	
  
4	
  
3	
  
2	
  
1	
  
0	
  
Excellent	
  

Fair	
  

OK	
  

Poor	
  

None	
  at	
  all	
  

The piloting teachers are mainly very experienced: Almost all of them have
been working as teachers for more than 5 years, a third of them has been on
their job for more than 20 years. Half of them work at special schools; the others
are employed at integrative or inclusive mainstream schools.
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In general, the teachers rate their computing skills pretty highly. All of them use
computers both for preparing their lessons at home and in the classroom.
Contents of the course

Teachers particularly enjoyed the fact that the policy in all the federal states of
Austria was covered by the course and that the course included many
interesting links and a large number of useful resources. One teacher
mentioned that they’d like to see a practical example of a support plan; another
one requested templates of support plans.

Presentation of content
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The teachers found the course very clearly structured and easy to work with.
They all agreed the course was very user-friendly.

Overall evaluation of the course

The piloting teachers pointed out that the course was clearly structured and
appealing. They mentioned it was very useful for them and that it had a lot of
information (links, materials,...). The course made them think of many new
things to do in their daily work.
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Results “Umgang mit Teilleistungsschwächen”
14 teachers participated in the evaluation of the course “Umgang mit
Teilleistungsschwächen”. They were asked a total of 17 questions; 4 of them
were open.
Information about the piloting teachers

How	
  long	
  have	
  you	
  been	
  working	
  as	
  a	
  teacher?	
  

3	
  

Up	
  to	
  5	
  years	
  
5	
  to	
  10	
  years	
  

6	
  

11	
  to	
  15	
  years	
  
2	
  

2	
  

16	
  -‐	
  20	
  years	
  
more	
  than	
  20	
  years	
  

1	
  

What	
  kind	
  of	
  school	
  do	
  you	
  work	
  at?	
  
Special	
  school	
  (grade	
  1-‐5)	
  
1	
  

2	
  

Integrated/inclusive	
  mainstream	
  
school	
  (grade	
  1-‐4)	
  

2	
  

Integrated/inclusive	
  mainstream	
  
school	
  (grade	
  5-‐6)	
  

2	
  
2	
  

Integrated/inclusive	
  mainstream	
  
school	
  (grade	
  7-‐8)	
  
Other	
  vocaFonal	
  schools	
  

5	
  

Other	
  special	
  schools	
  for	
  
physically	
  disabled	
  children	
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How	
  would	
  you	
  rate	
  your	
  compu;ng	
  skills?	
  
8	
  
7	
  
6	
  
5	
  
4	
  
3	
  
2	
  
1	
  
0	
  
Excellent	
  

Fair	
  

OK	
  

Poor	
  

None	
  at	
  all	
  

More than half of the piloting teachers have more than 16 years of teaching
experience and most of them work in integrative settings. This is not very
surprising because usually it is not necessary for children with specific learning
disabilities to go to a special school and thus teachers working in special
schools are less likely to use this course.

As it is the case with the other Austrian course, most teachers consider
themselves quite computer-literate and all of them use computers for the
preparation of their lessons and in school.

Contents of the course
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Teachers pointed out that a lot of the selected links and resources were new for
them and that they can be used directly and easily in their daily work. In
addition, the teachers claimed that the relevant information was presented very
clearly and that the course was a great means to refresh the knowledge about
things they already heard about in their initial training.
Presentation of content

As it was the case for the other Austrian course, most of the piloting teachers
mentioned that the course was very well-structured and that the Moodle-books
made it easy to work with the course.

Interactivity

Did	
  you	
  use	
  the	
  games/interac;ve	
  
exercises	
  in	
  the	
  course?	
  

2	
  

3	
  
Yes	
  
Partly	
  
No	
  

9	
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Teachers pointed out that the games and interactive exercises supported them
in understanding the course better. Some said that the games were nothing
new for them and several teachers also mentioned that more games would
have been good as they really found them very useful.

Overall evaluation of the course
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The teachers mentioned that the course gave a lot of information and many
useful ideas, links and resources concerning specific learning disabilities. They
pointed out that the information was very easy to understand and that the most
important things were clearly summarized. Some teachers also mentioned they
really enjoyed the interactive exercises and they also mentioned that they
consider self-study courses very practical.
Communication between schools, parents and students is very important,
especially in SEN-settings.
Because of that, Education Group developed a system to make the information
flow easier and more effective and used the further development of a system
which is already very popular amongst Austrian teachers for that: The so-called
“Klassenpinnwand1” (“Class pin board”) was introduced in 2012 and received a
Comenius-seal in 2013. In 2013 the application was developed further in order
to fulfill the task of being used as a communication platform for parents/schools
in a better way. The premium version was published in November 2013 and can
only be used by Upper Austrian teachers for free. The features which are only
available in the premium version are marked with an asterisk (*) in this
document.
The minor version of the Klassenpinnwand can be used for free by all teachers
owning a @schule.at- or @eduhi.at-e-mail-address. Parents or students using
this tool to access the information don’t need any login. To maximize data
protection, teachers can also add password protection* to their
Klassenpinnwand. It can then be only accessed by authorized people and can
therefore be used to share pictures of the children or more sensitive
information.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
1

www.klassenpinnwand.at
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It gives teachers the chance to present relevant information to pupils and their
parents in a simple and clear way:

This service is mainly intended for primary, lower secondary and special
schools as it provides a secure environment for working with new media.
Teachers are offered a number of so-called pins for different purposes. They
can be re-named, duplicated* or placed flexibly* on the Klassenpinnwand. The
texts can be formatted using a simple editor* to add bold text, lists or links.
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Also the layout as a whole can be changed by just a few clicks. About 10 predefined designs are currently available – more will be produced:

These pins are currently available:
•

Links/Top Links:
This module enables teachers to post a link of lists easily. They can be
marked with different colours – therefore levels of difficulty can be
showed easily to enable differentiation; colours can also be used to
organize links for group projects or for different subjects more effectively.
Links which are used very often can also be added to the pin “Top Links”
which already hold a number of useful links to be used with children.
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•

Suche (Search):
The search mask can be used by children to do research on any topic.
When a search term is entered, they are redirected to the results of a
children’s search engine to enable them to surf and look for information
in a secure environment.

•

Multimedia:
Pictures or videos from YouTube can be added to the Klassenpinnwand
easily. They are opened in an overlay to make sure the children are not
distracted.

•

Online-Übungen
(Interactive
exercises)*:
The Klassenpinnwand also offers the chance to add interactive exercises
(for example by http://learningapps.org/ or by http://quizlet.com/). They
are also opened in an overlay to prevent distraction.
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•

Elternpost | Termine | Hausübung | Stundenplan | Info*
(Messages to parents | Dates | Homework | Time table | Information):
In this context, the features of the Klassenpinnwand as a means of
exchanging information are the most important ones. It makes it easy for
schools to keep the children’s families updated and to disseminate
important information directly.
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TURKISH VERSION
RKISH VERSION
The course programme has been developed and adapted to national context.
Contents and training materials are under analysis to be adapted and
translated.
The institutional virtual learning platform - www.eba.gov.tr – will be adopted to
run the course.
The online course will be addressed to a target group of 15 teachers.
Regarding evaluation of the course a questionnaire will be implemented.
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ITALIAN VERSION

1. Introduction
1.1 INDIRE background in e-learning activities
Since 2001, INDIRE has developed a large expertise in e-learning, running the
largest EU platform for in-service training and initial training of teachers and
school personnel. Since 2001 about 1,000,000 teachers, 200,000 school
personnel units and 10,000 school heads were trained on INDIRE platforms.
Courses can vary from school management to subject teaching, according to
the needs of the audience and to the directives of the Ministry of Education. At
present, for examples, there are many training courses open: one on STEM
teaching, one on the improvement of mathematical skills in 12-year-old pupils,
one on web 2.0 classes management, one on Interactive Whiteboard
introduction in the classroom, one addressed to the new teachers on teaching
methodologies, one on projects addressed to disadvantaged areas in Italy (such
as small islands and Southern regions) etc.
1.2 E-learning model adopted
The e-learning model adopted is generally a blended collaborative model. Just
to have an idea of the environment, we can have a look at figure no. 1, where a
screen shot of an initial training for teachers platform is reported.
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Figure no. 1 - Screen shot of the home page of the online course for initial
teacher training.
The learner can browse the content s/he is interested in, according to his/her
priorities. However, there is a drive to collaborative work since the learner is
called to complete some groupwork with other learners in the same virtual
classroom. In the right hand corner (in the red square), the learner can access
the virtual classroom environment, where s/he meets colleagues and a
coach/tutor.

Figure no. 2 - Screen shot of a virtual classroom environment.

The collaborative environment has much potential. Generally, all features are
used. Let's see the different areas of this e-learning environment.
- Areas no. 1 and 2 are dedicated to the creation of work groups and
subgroups. From a technical point of view, it is the coach/tutor who assigns
roles and tasks but decisions are taken on the basis of discussions within the
group and on the needs expressed by the learners.
- Area no. 3 is a synchronous lab having various possibilities: video and audio
conferencing, chat, pools, desk sharing, online whiteboard. This area is used by
the virtual classroom to meet, to decide things, but also to complete
collaborative tasks assigned by the coach/tutor;
- Area no. 4 is a forum for asynchronous discussions. When entering, learners
can access most recent posts.
- Area no. 5 is a chat utility for quick messaging among learners;
- Area no. 6 is for sharing materials among the group;
- Area no. 7 is dedicated to the news that the coach/tutor or the learners might
want to highlight;
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- Area no. 8 is a calendar for the important dates to remember (such as
synchronous lab hours, material deposit deadline, face-to-face meetings, etc.);
- Area no. 9 is a tool for sending messages to the classroom and is generally
used by the coach/tutor.
In addition to these areas, a wiki and a blog areas have been added in the new
release of INDIRE environments.
1.3 The vision behind it
Two main considerations must be done in order to understand the approach we
have been using in e-learning.
First of all, the pedagogical paradigm we believe in is the social constructivist
one. This leads to the belief that knowledge is not "mere data" being embedded
in learning objects or online courses materials but is something that is
negotiated among communities of people (being them scientists or teachers, it
does not matter). Moreover, we believe that learning happens within social
interactions and not with the only interaction with pieces of information.
The second principle for us is that a sequential, fixed instruction path is not
suitable to our target, which is adults dealing with educational science topics.
Adults need significant learning experiences, such as discussion around a case
study or examples of real strategies used in classroom; they skip what is too
theoretical (if not mixed with practical knowledge and real examples).
The external reviews made by the University of Milan and by the University of
Genoa (year 2002; 2003; 2004; 2005; 2006; 2007; 2008; 2009) [1] confirmed
that the e-learning model we are using is very appreciated by the teachers. The
reviewers used two main methods of analysis: surveys (questionnaires,
interviews etc.) and linguistic corpora analysis. The latter is a very interesting
method because the researcher can find out if - in general - answers to
questionnaires and interviews have been honest. In particular, the analysis of
thousands of posts in the various forums present in the e-learning platforms,
proved the model to be successful because the learner could feel not to be
alone and abandoned but could experience being part of a group of people
sharing interests, problems and, sometimes, fears.
The reviews also highlighted the fact that face-to-face meetings are necessary
to strengthen the online learning community. In fact, those groups having the
higher number of face-to-face meetings are those having the highest probability
of keeping working together after the end of the online training.
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1.4 Target groups
Our main targets are teachers, school personnel and head teachers, both in
their initial and in-service career period. The objective of our activities is
improving the quality of the Italian educational system, by changing the way
teachers teach and school personnel manage the school. We focus, of course,
on the introduction of ICT in teaching but not only on this issue. Innovation in
teaching can be reached in many ways, thus we carried out research projects
on innovative practices in any form.
2. Localization of the inclusion and accessing technology course in Italy
The premises above are important to understand that the best way to localize
the course, according to our model, would be what we call further on Course
project - Level 2, which is of course much more expensive in terms of economic
and human resources.
The Course project - Level 1, which are going to illustrate right below, is a most
feasible solution at present.
2.1 Course project - Level 1
Course project - Level 1 implies the almost total transfer of the SENnet course
into
the
INDIRE
site
Handitecno.
Handitecno, http://handitecno.indire.it/, is the national portal on disability and
inclusion. The site provides access to many interesting sections such as:
database on SEN school practices; guided teaching examples; assistive
technology; legislation; bibliography and sitography; news. Information is
organized according to disability type.
The
present
information
architecture
of
the
Handitecno
site
(http://handitecno.indire.it/)	
   was developed between 2006 and 2008, during the
lifespan of the project “Nuove Tecnologie e Disabilità”. One of the measures of
the project was the training of teachers and professionals being members of the
Local Support Centres network which was created by INDIRE in 2006. The
network has been active online by using dedicated mailing lists and forums. In
order to improve their operational action and to implement the recent Ministry
regulations on the SEN sector, it was decided to create a new site (http://ctshanditenco.indire.it) to complement the old one. The site will be published
shortly. The site will also benefit from a sort of “distributed” information
brokerage system and it is divided into 4 main sections: “Private area”
(dedicated to online data gathering procedures from different administrative
bodies); “Forum”, a section open to all interested people; “Centres” providing
information on all Local support centres and “Self-paced in-service training
courses” dedicated to the topic of ICT, SEN and school inclusion. The first ecourse published in the section “Self-paced in-service training courses” is the
WP4 SENnet project one, with its 6 modules.
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Figure no. 3 - Section where the SENnet course was published.

For each module, INDIRE translated some content into Italian, replaced some
by using Italian equivalent materials and left some in English, as indicated
below.
2.2 Outline of course localization for Course project - level 1

General introduction: in Italian
1. Inclusion of SEN pupils in mainstream schools / Inclusione degli alunni disabili nella scuola
curriculare
Introduction to the module in Italian
• La strada verso l’inclusione
• Accessibilità e domotica
• Ambiente e barriere architettoniche
• Costruire per tutti: confronto fra Regno Unito e Italia; Costruire per tutti
• Disabilità e bullismo: articolo su superando, osservatorio USR Lazio
• Guida all’educazione inclusiva per professionisti
• Pubblicazioni dell’agenzia europea per lo sviluppo dell’istruzione degli studenti con BES (english)
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Glossario disabilità e accessibilità (italiano su Superabile) (english European Agency)
Istruzione accessibile
Linee guida per l’integrazione degli alunni con disabili
Nuove norme in materia di disturbi specifici di apprendimento (L. 170/10)
Strumenti di intervento per alunni con BES e e organizzazione territoriale per l’inclusione
scolastica (Direttiva Miur 27 dicembre 2012)
Circolare ministeriale n. 8 Indicazioni operative per la Direttiva 27 dicembre 2012

2. Instructional accomodations and modifications / Ambienti didattici e adattamenti
Introduction to the module in Italian
• Ambienti, strategie e adattamenti nell’educazione speciale
• Vidque – selezione di video (english)
• Dislessia: speciale di Rainews 24 – approfondimento SuperQuark
• Teachers TV: Circle of friends – Ben (Enghish)
• Inserimento di alunni con sindrome di Down (Associazione Italiana Persone Down onlus)
• Inserimento di alunni sordi (esperienza della scuola di Cossato)
• Diversamente abili a scuola di autonomia
• Guida Veloce per il PEI (strumento tradotto da Teacher TV)
• Dal PEI al progetto di vita (di Ianes, Cramerotti)
• Il progetto personalizzato e il modello ICF e ICF-CY (di Leonardi, Ajovalasit)
• Checklist ICF-CY (a cura di Anastasys)
• Tecnologie educative per l’integrazione (annale pubblica istruzione 2009)
3. Universal Design for Learning / Progettazione universale dell’apprendimento – UDL
Introduction to the module in Italian
• Universal Design for Learning (UDL)
• CAST – organizzazione no-profit di ricerca e sviluppo per l’apprendimento (English)
• Le intelligenze multiple di H. Gardner (ADI)
• Le intelligenze multiple. Teoria e applicazioni didattiche (di C. Iaccarino, successoformativo)
• Video-intervista a H. Gardner
• Linee Guid UDL
• Checklist UDL per il docente
• Modello di lezione UDL (CAST, english);
• Format didattici sperimentati di Learning4all
• Video animazione: UDL at a glance (english)
• Special Needs teaching resources (TES, english);
• Percorsi di apprendimento AesseDi
4. Web Accessibilities / Accessibilità web
Introduction to the module in Italian
• WAI WCAG2
• Webaccessibile – risorsa di IWA Italy riguardante l’accessibilità
• Accessibilità in Italia (DigitPA)
• W3C – servizio di validazione CSS
• Accessiblità dei contenuti: WCAG 2.0; Introduzione alla Checkliste; Checklist
• Laboratorio di accessibilità e usabilità CSI Piemonte
• Video e posdcast accessibili: culturabile, webmultimediale
5. Assistive Technologies / Tecnologie assistive
Introduction to the module in Italian

●
●
●
●
●

Ausili tecnologici
Portale SIVA sulle tecnologie per la disabilità e l’autonomia
Guide alle TA: Guidebook 2008/09 – NYC department of education (english)
Materiali per la formazione docenti – USR ER; Disabilità e tecnologie assistive (di S. Besio)
DO-IT, Disabilities Opportunities Internetworking and Tecnology (Uni. Woshington) (english)
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

AAATE Association for the Advancement of Assistive Tecnology in Europe (english)
Ausilioteca di Bologna
Video INDATA su TA (english)
Handimatica
Video Inclusivetechnology
OATS Open source Assistive technology Software (english);
Software didattico, applicazioni e materiali (risorse Dienneti)
Picto selector (english)
Riviste su tecnologie e disabilità: TD magazine; Asphinforma
Leonardo ausili: Librerie di simboli a libera diffusione Parte 1 – Parte 2
Biblioteca di tutti (schede CAA)
Synbol world; symbol tables

6. Open Educational Resources and Learning Design / Risorse Educative Aperte (OER) e progettazione
didattica
Introduction to the module in Italian
• Risorse Educative Aperte (OER)
• Risorse educative aperte e corsi open online: sfide e opportunità per l’educazione, intervento di
A. Fini al convegno “Verso una scuola open”
• Fattori che influenzano la diffusione di risorse educative aperte, di A. Littlejohn H. Beetham L.
McGill I. Falconer in TDJounal
• Design-Based Research: A Decade of Progress in Education Research?, di T. Anderson
J. Shattuck in Educational Researcher (english)
• Pinterest UDL Progettazione Universale

Each module was accompanied by an evaluation questionnaire since we
considered that some users could want to look at only some of the modules.
The questionnaire was developed as illustrated below.
1. Type and level of school
!
Pre-primary
!
Primary
!
Lower secondary
!
Upper secondary (gymnasium)
!
Upper secondary (technical school)
!
Upper secondary (vocational school)
2. User role
! Subject teacher
! SEN teacher
! Other (please specify)
3. In the last five years, have you attended training courses on the use
of ICT for school inclusion?
!
YES
!
NO
4. According to your opinion, the module was interesting
! Very much
! Fair
! Poor
! Not at all
5. The materials were appropriate and coherent
! Very much
! Fair
! Poor
! Not at all
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6. The materials are useful for your educational planning
! Very much
! Fair
! Poor
! Not at all
7. Please give your comments and suggestions on the module and on
how to improve it
The modules and questionnaires were published in the beginning of May and in
one month we got the following traffic data:
Modules

People visiting

Questionnaires filled in

Mod 1

45

5

Mod 2

18

4

Mod 3

6

3

Mod 4

4

2

Mod 5

4

2

Mod 6

2

2

Questionnaires will be open in the following weeks as well so that more users’
feedback can be gathered.
The questionnaire on Module 1 was filled in by 5 teachers (1 pre-primary, 1
primary, 1 lower secondary and 2 upper secondary); there are 2 SEN teachers,
2 subject teachers and one person working in the regional school authority
office. In the last 5 years all have followed courses on ICT and school inclusion
and in particular: one reported having attended a course on IWB where he
learnt how to use it for SEN pupil inclusion as well, one a course on software for
inclusion, one a course on learning disorders and ICT, an one on the use of ICT
for homebound students.
60% found Module 1 very interesting, 40% said “fair”; 40% found the materials
very appropriate and coherent and 60% said “fair”, whilst as for teaching
purposes, only 20% found the materials very useful, 40% said “fair” and 40%
found them “poor” for this purpose.
As for the comments, they reported that the comparative approach and the
vastity of the material were the most valuable elements whilst one reported that
the material in Module 1 were a bit heterogeneous.
The questionnaire to Module 2 was filled in by 5 teachers (1 pre-primary, 1
primary, 1 lower secondary and 2 upper secondary); there are 2 SEN teachers,
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2 subject teachers and one person working in the regional school authority
office. In the last 5 years all have followed courses on ICT and school inclusion
and in particular: one reported having attended a course on IWB where he
learnt how to use it for SEN pupil inclusion as well, one a course on software for
inclusion, one a course on learning disorders and ICT, an one on the use of ICT
for homebound students.
60% found Module 1 very interesting, 40% said “fair”; 40% found the materials
very appropriate and coherent, 40% answered “fair” and 20% said “poor”,
whilst as for teaching purposes, 20% found the materials useful (“fair”), and
20% said they are “poor” for this purpose.
As for the comments, they reported that best practices are inspiring examples
but not models to follow and that too much material in English can be a barrier
for going ahead in the reading.
The questionnaire to Module 3 was filled in by 4 teachers (1 pre-primary, 1
lower secondary and 2 upper secondary); there are 2 subject teachers, 1 SEN
teacher and one person working in the regional school authority office. In the
last 5 years all have followed courses on ICT and school inclusion and in
particular: one reported having attended a master-degree organized by the
University, one a course on software for inclusion, one a course on learning
disorders and ICT, and one on the use of ICT for homebound students.
50% found Module 3 very interesting, 50% said “fair”; 50% found the materials
very appropriate and coherent, 50% answered “fair”, whilst as for teaching
purposes, only 20% found the materials very useful, the majority (75%) found
them moderately adequate for this purpose (“fair”).
As for the comments, only one person commented that the topic should be dealt
in a more detailed way so that it can have a link with everyday practice.
The questionnaire to Module 4 was filled in by 3 teachers (1 lower secondary
and 2 upper secondary); there are 1 subject teacher, 1 SEN teacher and one
person working in the regional school authority office. In the last 5 years all
have followed courses on ICT and school inclusion and in particular: one a
course on software for inclusion and one a course on learning disorders and
ICT.
67% found Module 4 very interesting, 33% said “fair”; 100% found the materials
very appropriate and coherent, whilst as for teaching purposes, 67% found the
materials very useful and 33% found them poor for this purpose.
As for the comments, only one person commented that the topic was too
technical.
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The questionnaire to Module 5 was filled in by 4 teachers (1 lower secondary
and 3 upper secondary); there are 2 SEN teachers, 1 subject teachers and one
person working in the regional school authority office. In the last 5 years all
have followed courses on ICT and school inclusion and in particular: one
reported having attended a course on software for inclusion, one a course on
learning disorders and ICT, and one on the use of ICT for homebound students.
75% found Module 5 very interesting, 25% said “fair”; 75% found the materials
very appropriate and coherent, 25% answered “fair”, whilst as for teaching
purposes, 50% found the materials very useful and 50% of little use (“poor”).
As for the comments, some reported that he does not have the specific
competences to deal with it; another suggested that a description of the
materials would help especially when the title of the resource is not clear and
that the videos should not be longer than 15 minutes.
The questionnaire to Module 6 was filled in by 3 teachers (1 lower secondary
and 2 upper secondary); there are 2 SEN teachers, and one person working in
the regional school authority office. In the last 5 years all have followed courses
on ICT and school inclusion and in particular: one reported having attended a
course on software for inclusion, one a course on learning disorders and ICT,
and one on the use of ICT for homebound students.
100% found Module 6 very interesting; 75% found the materials very
appropriate and coherent, 25% declared “fair”, whilst as for teaching purposes,
25% found the materials very useful and 25% found them quite useful (“fair”).
As for the comments, only one person commented that too many materials in
English can be a barrier for a full understanding.

2.2 Course project - Level 2
In order to deliver a course according to our model, we would need to rethink
the entire module schema according to the end user target group. In our
opinion, the suitable target group for the content of the course is the group
made up by professionals of the Local Support Centers (CTS - Centri
Territoriali di Supporto) whose support is guaranteed to school teachers. In this
“cascade model” we could get the maximum out of the delivery of the course.
We would need to add material linked to the Italian context and to recent
legislation developments on assistive products and inclusive technology so that
the theory presented can find a direct implementation in the Italian school
system. Examples of school experiences and practices should also be part of
the
educational
offer.
There should be a tutor every 15-20 participants in order to guarantee an active
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participation
and
cooperative
work
among
the
learners.
This course project is much more expensive and it is difficult that INDIRE can
realize within the SENnet funds. However, since Handitecno is probably getting
new funds in the next future, we could take into consideration the feasibility of
this plan.
3. Conclusion
Within the SENnet project, INDIRE is going to implement Course project - Level
1. In case we can extra funds to implement the Handitecno portal, we’ll consider
to design Course project - Level 2.
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BELGIUM VERSION
1. Introduction
Eureka Die-‘s-lekti-kus is an NGO without an Electronic Learning Environment
at its disposal. Because we don’t have a server, we have been looking for a free
cloud solution but haven't found one. We took the decision to use Dokeos from
our sister organization Eureka Onderwijs (a school for pupils with severe
learning disabilities).
For making the SCORM’s we’ll be using Adobe's Captivate.
We’ll also be using a Facebook group on our Letop page for discussions. In this
way the teachers will still be connected after the course has finished.

2. Target groups
Our main target groups are mainstream teachers, school staff, teacher's
trainees working with SEN pupils.
In the test phase we’re aiming at 20 teachers. In this instance we’re aiming at
teachers and not at school staff or teachers in training. We’ll retrieve the test
group from the subscribers to our newsletter. We have a reach of 8 000
subscribers.
After the test phase we’ll be communicating the e-learning module to a wider
group of teachers. Possible ways of communication are:
" Klascement, the portal site for Flemish teachers
" The Flemish Ministry of Education. They have started a page for
teachers who work with SEN pupils.
" Our own newsletter

3. Topics
We have made a selection of the topics we’ll be using in our online course. The
content is based on the original English course. Our course will be designed as
a self-study course rather than a tutored approach. In the long run, the purpose
is that the teachers can pick out the modules they’re interested in, instead of
following the total course.
Every topic is organized in a consistent way:
" An introduction explaining the purpose and duration of the module.
" Documentation
o Reading material: some reading material will be in English (from
the Portuguese version) and some reading material will be in
Dutch.
o YouTube movies that are placed on our YouTube channel
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o Links to websites
" Assignments
o We provide a list of possible actions and the teacher has to
choose one to perform in the classroom.
o The teacher has to make an e-portfolio that in first instance can be
shared with other participants. The long-term goal is to use these
as examples of good practice on our website or to share them on
Klascement.
" Feedback: each participant has to give feedback about the effects of the
actions he took and about the topic in general.
After the complete course is finished, the participant will be asked to fill in a
questionnaire.
The participant will receive a certificate at the end of the course.
We’ll be addressing topics 1, 2, 3 and 5.

3.1.

Inclusion of SEN pupils in mainstream schools

Introduction to the module in Dutch and English.
●
●

PREZI - inclusion: no
Building accessibility: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qO-KSljQoxA ok
We add
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vSG6LGutkHo&list=PL2A07D95A0F05C2
4E&index=1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZpdyIYEmrs8&list=PL2A07D95A0F05C24
E&index=2

●

Disabled Greeks face daily challenges getting around: ok

●

Build for all: ok

●

http://www.kinderrechtencommissariaat.be/sites/default/files/bestanden/mini
_advies_kinderen_met_label_2012.pdf

●

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uPYd_ZAAIp0

●

Video “don’t call me stupid”
http://www.letop.be/projecten/filmpjes/default.asp

●

Addressing Bullying of Students With Disabilities: no

●

Stepping Stones to Success (Dept. Education Virginia): ok

●

Publications - European Agency for Development in Special Needs: ok in
English ok
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●

Glossary i-Access (European Agency): ok

●

Glossary Assistive Technology (FCTD/USA): broken link

●

Assignment 1: we’ll be using another assignment

●

Submission of assignment: yes

●

Strategies to include SEN pupils: no. We’ll be using Facebook

●

Remind - don't forget to register your reflections about this topic on your
eportfolio: no

●

feedback

3.2.

Instructional accomodations and modifications

Introduction to the module in Dutch and English
●

PREZI - accomodations: ok

●

Vidque - selection of videos: ok

●

Teachers TV - Teaching the Dyslexic Child: no, instead we’ll be using “Dit
heb ik” ("This is what I have), a series made by Klasse TV, the Flemish
teacher's television channel of Belgium

●

Teachers TV- Circle of Friends - Ben: no

●

Teachers TV - Working with Pupils with Down's Syndrome: no

●

Teachers TV - Hearing Impairment in Mainstream - Rosie's: no

●

Teachers TV - Teaching Independence: no

●

Studying with dyslexia at the univesity of Gent
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GDBPpYfKDIo&list=PL155C09F2C9A79A
47&index=7

●

Quick Guide for IEP: no

●

Coordinating SEN provision (UK): no

●

ICF CY Checklist: no

●

Using ICF-CY: the Swiss Experience: ok

●

●

The Assessment Accomodations Matrix for Students with Disabilities
(Wisconsin): no
Brochure “dyslexiesoftware! En nu?”
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●

http://www.prodiagnostiek.be/index.php

●

http://www.ond.vlaanderen.be/specifieke-onderwijsbehoeften/

●

http://www.letop.be/projecten/surfplank/surfplank.asp

●

http://www.letop.be/projecten/leerzorg/default.asp

●

Assignment 2: we’ll be using another assignment

●

Submission of assignment: ok

●

IEP and instructional accomodations/modifications: no. Facebook,

●

Remind - don't forget to register your reflections about this topic on your
eportfolio: no

●

feedback

3.3.

Universal Design for Learning

Introduction to the module in Dutch and English
●

PREZI - UDL: ok

●

CAST - Center for Applied Special Technology: ok

●
●

The red binder “Leerzorg” http://www.letop.be/projecten/leerzorg/default.asp
About Multiple Intelligences Theory (H. Gardner): no

●

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mkBRm7yJ30&list=PLIDj2T8uWKtIMUNGKAtqlpb_Ipm24Itis&index=3

●

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EAKSvBkjCo&list=PLIDj2T8uWKtIMUNGKAtqlpb_Ipm24Itis

●

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WGKx0oAQ2Vk&list=PL608B84FF60064
758&index=5

●

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mnfS5QHPxTI&list=PL608B84FF6006475
8

●

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lQr9vsHxU6E&list=PL608B84FF6006475
8&index=1

●
●

●

Video interview with Howard Gardner (1997): ok
UDL Guidelines: Ok, but we'll also be using these from the SIHO (in
Dutch) http://www.siho.be/udl
UDL Teacher Checklist: ok
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●

Model Lesson on Geography (UDL): ok

●

Video animation - UDL at Glance: ok

●

Special Needs Teaching Resources (TES): ok

●

Mindmap Multiple Intelligences and ICT Tools: no

●

Assignment 3: we’ll be using another assignment

●

Submission of Assignment: ok

●

UDL principles and multiple intelligences theory Fórum no Facebook

●

Remind - don't forget to register your reflections about this topic on your
eportfolio no

●

feedback
3.4. Assistive Technologies

Introduction to the module in Dutch and English
●

PREZI - Assistive Technologies: ok

●

WATI - Assessing students' needs for AT: ok,

●

The green binder ‘the computer, a surfboard for learning”
http://www.letop.be/projecten/surfplank/default.asp

●

Assistive Technology Guidebook 2008-9 (NYC Education Dept.) ok

●

DO-IT, Disabilities-Opportunities-Internetworking-Technology (Univ.
Wisconsin) ok

●
●

Videos on Assistive Technologies (INDATA) ok,
Reading software:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rsY5bJZAAUE&list=PL3F909995FA79582
3&index=1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ThVTA3qPwTk&list=PL3F909995FA7958
23&index=5
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DXG2BgeavN4&list=PL3F909995FA7958
23&index=9
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oR0inBNXJCo&list=PL3F909995FA79582
3&index=6
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●

Assistive technology:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R7s_koAZKRo&list=PL91AC09061DCBA
5E7&index=2
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gd10syL5RLY&list=PL91AC09061DCBA
5E7
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WeWvnWMx6c&list=PL91AC09061DCBA5E7

●

Videos Inclusive Technology: ok

●

OATS - Opensource Assistive Technology Software: ok,

●

Picto Selector (freeware): no

●

Symbol World - AAC: no

●

Symbol Boards (TES): no

●

Assignment 5: we’ll be using another assignment

●

About the assignment and its delivery Fórum: no, Facebook

●

Remind - Don't forget to register your reflections about this topic on your
eportfolio: no

●

feedback

4. Period of validation
We’ll start the pilot in September 2013. Experience has learned us that teachers
seldom follow courses during the holidays.

5. Feedback
We’ll be using questionnaires for feedback. The questionnaires will be made in
Adobe FormsCentral. This way, we can easily interpret the results and adjust
our online course.
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FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

In the first three months of 2013, a module on Open Educational Resources
was developed in two formats: (i) a topic on OER to add to the course in Moodle
platform (English version); and (ii) a module on OER in UDUTU platform.
The topic in Moodle is shorter (2 weeks):

The module in UDUTU is planned for one month duration and it can be followed
on a standalone modus or on a tutor based guidance with discussions in
complimentary forum tools (googlegroups…) and group work using Web 2.0
collaborative tools.
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The module can be downloaded and run locally in PC. The free online version
has the disadvantage of carrying the watermark.
UDUTU course downloaded in Dropbox:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/cbsdndj300o3fwb/OER%20course%20udutu.zip
Online version in:
http://publish.myudutu.com/published/launcheval/4599/Course87369/Launch.ht
ml
Regarding contents it comprises: (i) openness movement (OER, open access,
open source, MOOCs…) and copyright issues (Creative Commons…); (ii)
Learning design (LD framework, LD tools, UDL…); (iii) creation, remix and
reuse of OER.
Both OER Moodle topic and OER UDUTU course require adaptation and
translation into national languages, which will take place during 2013.
Future validation will be defined by the partners.
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